
 

 
 
 

Welcome fellow Recovering Traditionalists to Episode 6 where we take a look at Contexts 
for Learning Fractions. 

 
 
 
 
Today we are talking about a quote from Young Mathematicians at Work: Constructing Fractions, Decimals, and 
Percents by Cathy Fosnot and Maarten Dolk. 
 
On page 25 they write,  
 
“One could argue that the use of context in mathematics teaching is not new.  Certainly we all have vivid memories 
of word problems.  Usually, however, our teachers assigned them after they had explained operations, algorithms 
(like invert and multiply), or rules for equivalent fractions, and we were expected to apply these procedures to the 
problems.  In Carol’s class, context is not being used for application at the end of a unit of instruction.  It is being 
used at the start, for construction.” 
 
Wow, I want you to reflect on that for a moment.  
 
Are contextual problems being used as application problems at the end of the instruction or as construction at the 
start of instruction??  
 
That’s a big shift for us Recovering Traditionalists.  By taking the contextual problems that are usually found at the 
end of the lesson and moving one to the beginning is showing that we believe our students have mathematical 
knowledge already and it isn’t just up to us to pour the knowledge into them. 
 
This book is all about that.  It’s about giving students contextual problems, letting them solve it in a way that makes 
sense to them depending upon where they are in their landscape of learning about fractions, decimals, and 
percents, and then coming together during Math Congress to learn from each other.  
 
By that I mean that students learn from each other but the teacher is also learning during this time.  When you use 
contextual problems as construction, you get to see what mathematical big ideas, strategies, and models your 
students already understand and which ones they still need help developing.  
 
Young Mathematicians at Work: Constructing Fractions, Decimals, and Percents does discuss how to set up a math 
lessons in your classroom in a way that helps kids really be mathematicians and not just doing math.  However, the 
thing I really loved throughout the book is that it builds our understanding of the mathematics along the way. 

 
I’m fortunate to have opportunities to chat with Cathy Fosnot and in just 5 minutes with her, she drops a new 
wonderful nugget of mathematical insights every single time!  Inside the Build Math Minds PD site I’ve even gotten 
her to do two different webinars for our members.  So if you are a member of that make sure you watch those 
videos inside the member area.  If you aren’t a member of BMM and want to learn from Cathy to develop your 
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Landscape of Learning around fractions, decimals, and percents then check out the book.  Cathy also has a 
curricular series called Context for Learning Mathematics that I highly recommend.  I’ll link to all of the places you 
can learn from Cathy on the show notes page at buildmathminds.com/6 
 
 
 
This episode is brought to you by the Build Math Minds Professional Development site. It's an online site full of PD 
videos designed specifically for elementary teachers to help you build your math mind so you can build the math 
minds of your students. If you are interested in getting in depth math PD at your fingertips become a member of 
Build Math Minds. Just go to buildmathminds.com/bmm. Depending upon when you're listening to this, enrollment 
might be open or you can join the wait list and get notified when it opens again. 
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